RESOLUTION - ACTION REQUESTED 2021-88

MEETING: February 23, 2021

TO: The Board of Supervisors

FROM: Jeremy Briese, Sheriff

RE: 2021 Security Pre-Crisis/Crisis Patients MOU

RECOMMENDATION AND JUSTIFICATION:
Approve a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) with John C. Fremont Healthcare District for Security Services for Pre-Crisis/Crisis Patients; and Authorize the Board of Supervisors Chair to Sign the MOU.

The existing MOU with the John C. Fremont Healthcare District for security services for pre-crisis/crisis patients expires December 31, 2020. This MOU continues the same cost sharing arrangements with no increases to the hourly rate of the Deputy Sheriff classification.

The Sheriff recommends entering into an MOU with John C. Fremont Healthcare District for a cost sharing of security services for pre-crisis/crisis patients that enter the John C. Fremont Hospital Emergency Room for medical clearances. The cost sharing MOU is between the John C. Fremont Hospital Healthcare District, Mariposa County Health and Human Services - Division of Behavioral Health, and the Sheriff’s Office with each entity paying an equal one third of the hourly cost of $70.08 (which equates to a shared cost of $23.62/hr). The MOU will allow for a cost sharing of providing a Deputy Sheriff when requested by any of the entities identified in the MOU.

BACKGROUND AND HISTORY OF BOARD ACTIONS:
On November 24, 2015, the Board adopted Resolution 15-556 approving the MOU with the John C. Fremont Healthcare District for Pre-Crisis/Crisis Patients.

ALTERNATIVES AND CONSEQUENCES OF NEGATIVE ACTION:
Do not enter into the MOU and have the County assume the total cost for the security during pre-crisis/crisis patients.

FINANCIAL IMPACT:
Estimated Revenue has been included in the current fiscal year budget for 2020-2021.

ATTACHMENTS:
2021 Pre Crisis security MOU  (PDF)
Resolution - Action Requested 2021-88

RESULT: ADOPTED BY CONSENT VOTE [UNANIMOUS]
MOVER: Wayne Forsythe, District IV Supervisor
SECONDER: Rosemarie Smallcombe, District I Supervisor
AYES: Smallcombe, Sweeney, Long, Forsythe, Menetrey